DANTALUX
Safety Back Mirror

Dantalux safety back mirror is a mirror which
provide extra safety and security for interior
application. It used a polyethylene ﬁlm placed
on the back painted side of the mirror a smooth layer which, when applied to the
back painted side of the mirror, guarantees
maximum security in the event of physical
impact or breakage.
This new feature will greatly enhance the creativity of any
interior architect, designer, or individual.
Dantalux safety back mirror can be aﬃxed anywhere in the
home.

Dantalux safety back mirror oﬀers users two
key advantages:
1. The layer of back painted side of the mirror is protected
from scratches and provide extra durability from harmful
materials / chemicals which in touch with its paint surface.
2. And if the glass breaks, the shards will remain attached to
the ﬁlm (under impact no large openings will appear - thus
avoiding serious injury or damage).

In the event of an impact with the glass side of the
mirror, Dantalux safety back mirror is one of few
mirrors that comply with AS/NZS 2208 – Grade A
Safety Glazing Material.
Compliance to AS/NZS 2208 further enhance Dantalux safety back mirror
application at home, oﬃce, or other high activity areas.
Dantalux safety back mirror can be used for wardrobe door mirror, vanity
mirror, decorative mirrors, in the exercise rooms (gym, ﬁtness centre, etc).
Safety back also available in other range of Asahimas interior products,
such as Decomirror (Tinted Mirror) and Lacobel Painted Glass.
Product Name

Safety
Back

Thickness (mm)

Miralux

5

Dantalux

5
6

Lacobel

5

Decomirror

5

Standard Size (inch)
96 x 72

120 x 84













Contact us to receive your samples or further inquiry
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